Abstract. Cooperative behaviors are pervasive in the natural world. How organisms evolve stable cooperative strategies, specifically how selection can favor such costly behaviors, is a difficult problem for which several theories exist. In this work, we use digital evolution to explore the evolution of the production of a public resource that enables populations of organisms to survive in an adverse environment. Kin selection and limited dispersal are shown to promote cooperative acts, and evolved organisms stave off invasion by cheaters and survive in increasingly-adverse environments. Further, we observe how populations react to the disappearance and later re-emergence of adversity in the environment.
Introduction
The evolution of stable cooperative acts, such as the sharing of food or resources [1] , collaboration [2] , and self-sacrifice [3] , is difficult to explain, since the costs of these behaviors lower the fitness of the actors and make them exploitable by cheaters, who take advantage of the cooperative act, yet do not themselves contribute. One explanation is kin selection [4] , whereby organisms maximize their inclusive fitness, which includes not only their individual fitness, but also the fitness of kin, who share either common ancestry or behavior. Because these recipients share genetic material, the reproductive successes of an organism's kin also benefit that organism. J.B.S. Haldane captured this idea in his oft-quoted statement, "I would lay down my life for two brothers or eight cousins." Organisms are able to target kin as recipients either through kin discrimination using expressed traits or implicitly if kin remain in close proximity.
Cooperative behaviors among microorganisms, in particular, have received considerable attention in recent years. Quorum sensing, or coordination mediated by chemicals deposited into the environment [5] , is one such behavior. Other social acts, such as the production of iron-scavenging siderophores [6] or enzymes [7] , have also been studied. Although researchers conducting work in these areas use sophisticated techniques, time often limits the number of generations which can be observed in wet lab experiments.
An alternate approach is to apply mathematical models. Game theory has been used to study the spread of behaviors in a population, most frequently with Prisoner's Dilemma or Snowdrift [8] . These models have provided insights into the dynamics of social behaviors, such as the effects of spatial structures [9] , dynamic social ties [10] , and nonlinear benefits and resources [11] . One study using cellular automata [12] required agents to achieve a defined level of success in order to avoid being killed [13] . In these models, mutations altered the organism's level of investment in the public good. A similar approach is used by Evolution Strategies (ES) [14] , which seek to optimize some behavior tied to the mutated parameter. These approaches generally do not include environmental conditions or features aside from the cooperative act, however.
Artificial life tools such as digital evolution [15] provide a means to address these difficulties. Given complete control over environmental conditions, researchers are able to accurately model complex systems. These tools also offer direct access to organisms' genomes, which greatly aids in understanding the behaviors observed and the conditions under which they are performed. For example, digital evolution has been used to examine group behaviors such as electing leaders, reaching consensus, population control, and foraging [16, 17] . Similar to the work described here, one study investigated kin discrimination in the altruistic suicide of colicinogenic bacteria [18] , finding that cooperators were most successful against cheaters when their behaviors were more discriminatory.
In this paper, we describe a study using the Avida digital evolution platform to examine the evolution of cooperative behaviors in populations of organisms. These organisms were able to produce a resource that helped them to survive in adverse environments. When dispersal was limited, populations cooperated to prevent approximately 90% of their constituents from being killed. More well-mixed populations, while also successful, were not able to fare as well. Finally, we observe how populations reacted when the degree of adversity in the environment changed or when they were exposed to threats which they had not encountered in hundreds of generations. [19] .
Avida is a software platform used to study the evolution of populations of self-replicating computer programs [15] . These computer programs, or "digital organisms," compete for space by completing tasks in a user-defined environment. As depicted in Figure 1 , each digital organism exists independently within its own cell in the environment. An organism's behavior is defined by a circular list of instructions (its "genome"), which are executed sequentially on virtual hardware allocated to that organism. The virtual hardware comprises a CPU, three 32-bit registers, and two stacks. The CPU has four heads, which are used to control the execution flow of an organism's genome and aid in self-replication. Organisms control these components using a Turing-complete instruction set. During every update, each organism is allotted a number of CPU cycles for executing instructions in its genome.
A population is seeded with an ancestral organism capable only of replication. All other behaviors exhibited by that organism's descendants must be evolved. As an organism replicates, it allocates additional space at the end of its genome into which it copies the instructions from its genome line by line. After this process has been completed, the genome is divided, and the new copy is placed into another cell in the environment, killing any organism at that location. During replication, mutations can cause the insertion, deletion, or changing of one or more instructions in the genome.
Organisms earn merit through the successful completion of tasks, which are defined by the user in terms of an organism's observable behaviors (i.e., its phenotype). Rewarded tasks may include performing a mathematical or logical operation [20] , mitigating an attack [21] , or cooperating to solve a distributed problem [17] . The number of CPU cycles an organism receives per update is directly proportional to its merit. This task mechanism creates competition in the population, as organisms with more merit are able to execute more quickly, and hence are likely to replicate more often and spread throughout the population. Tasks may involve the use of resources. By executing certain instructions, organisms are able to sense, consume, and produce resources. Resource levels in the environment can fluctuate over time through inflow, outflow, diffusion, decay, and consumption.
Experiments and Results
In this study, digital organisms evolved in environments in which a periodic event killed a portion of the population. An organism could avoid being killed if the amount of a resource in its cell was above a defined threshold. Although an organism could produce enough resource on its own to avoid being killed, that organism could also benefit from the resource production of its neighbors, due to the diffusion of the resource away from the cell in which it was created. Since the population exhibits limited dispersal, it is likely that neighbors are highly related, so kin selection [4] should enable this costly behavior to be maintained as long as it continues to provide a sufficient inclusive fitness benefit. However, since an organism can survive solely through the production of resource by others, this environment also creates an opportunity for cheaters to exploit this public good.
Avida Configuration. For each experiment, multiple independent populations were evolved. Populations were seeded with a single ancestral organism that was placed into a cell in a 100x100-cell bounded grid environment; each interior cell had 8 neighboring cells. Two different replication methods were tested: limited dispersal, where offspring were placed in a cell neighboring their parent; and well-mixed, where offspring were placed in a random cell in the grid. During replication, an instruction mutated with probability 0.0075 during the copy phase, and an instruction was either added or removed with probability 0.05 as the organism divided. Each population started with a different random seed, so different evolutionary pathways were followed. These populations evolved for 50,000 updates, or approximately 7,000-10,000 generations.
Task Environment. Organisms evolved to complete one-and two-input logic tasks, listed in Table 1 . When an organism executed an IO instruction, randomly-generated numbers were placed into its registers. The organism then had to perform the operation, Table 1 . Logic tasks that could be completed by organisms. Upon completion, an organism's merit was multiplied by the reward listed. Organisms were rewarded once per task, but could continue to produce resource through multiple completions of OR NOT. place the result in the correct output register, and issue an additional IO instruction. If the output value matched the result of one of these tasks, the organism was rewarded. Unlike other tasks, the completion of OR NOT did not yield any merit reward. Instead, it resulted in 1 unit of an extracellular resource being deposited into the environment at the organism's location. This resource both diffused and decayed at a rate of 1% per update and represented a beneficial product to the organism, akin to extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) [22] , siderophores [6] , or enzymes [23] in microorganisms. The amount of this resource present in a cell was used to determine whether or not an organism residing there was killed. Although this resource was beneficial to the organisms as described, it was not required for the completion of any other tasks.
Task
Initial Experiments. Because each task could potentially serve as either a building block or a hindrance to completing another task, as in [20] , we evolved populations in an environment without the periodic kill event in order to determine how many OR NOT tasks would be completed (and consequently how much resource would be produced) when this behavior was neither rewarded nor necessary for survival. These runs produced a mean per-cell resource level of 0.37 units. By using a significantly-higher threshold, we can infer that the success of organisms at staving off periodic killing was not simply a by-product of completing rewarded tasks.
Random Attacks. In this experiment, 121 cells (1.21% of the population) were randomly chosen at each update, and an organism living in those cells was killed if the level of resource in its cell was below 2 units. By the end of the run, organisms had evolved the production of the resource at a level that prevented approximately 66% of organisms selected from being killed. From this experiment alone, however, it is unclear whether the resource production was simply self-preserving or mutually-beneficial [24] . Since only 1.21% of organisms were subject to being killed at each update, the probability of an organism and all of its kin being killed was very small. Indeed, organisms in several runs preferred to play these odds and stopped producing resource, focusing entirely on completing the rewarded tasks.
Localized Attacks. In the next experiment, the kill event was localized, increasing the likelihood of one organism and its kin being killed by a single event. At each update, one cell was chosen at random, and any organism within a 5-cell radius (121 cells total) whose cell contained less than 2 units of resource was killed. The behaviors seen in these populations are plotted in Figure 2 . At the end of these runs, an average of approximately 53% of organisms were cooperators (resource producers). Cheaters, which focused solely on the completion of one or more rewarded task but did not produce the resource, accounted for 23% of living organisms. Approximately 24% were unable to complete any tasks, most likely due to deleterious mutations. We also tracked the level of resource in each cell as the runs progressed. One might predict this level to converge to the threshold amount of 2 units; however, modest stability was reached at approximately 9.5 units. This surplus can be viewed as cooperative: Cooperators produced enough to allow themselves to survive and to help their neighbors survive as well. This asymmetry follows the Tragedy of the Commune [25] , where levels of investment in public goods may not be uniform. Figure 3(a) shows the distribution of this resource at the end of a typical run. Although only about half of the living organisms produced resource, it was sufficient to prevent 90% of organisms in the population from being killed as shown in Figure 3 Greater Adversity. To investigate how populations would evolve in more adverse environments, we repeated these experiments using kill radii up to 13 cells and a resource threshold of 3 units. These environments proved to be too adverse, and populations were not able to persist with kill radii above 5 cells. However, when the kill radius was expanded incrementally from 5 cells to 8, more than doubling the number of organisms at risk, the populations adapted and produced enough resource to survive these events. The distribution of resource producers and cheaters is shown in 4(a). Here, organisms produced a mean resource level of 7.9 units per cell, enabling 85% of organisms to avoid being killed, as shown in Figure 4 (b).
Well-Mixed Environment. The previous experiment demonstrated the benefits of kin selection to cooperative behaviors in populations with limited dispersal. Our next set of experiments examined how cooperation is affected when dispersal is increased. To achieve this, offspring were no longer placed into a neighboring cell, but instead into a random cell in the environment, greatly reducing the possibility of remaining near relatives. In these runs, cooperation emerged and persisted, resulting in approximately 40% of the population producing resource ( Figure 5(a) ). Interestingly, cheaters made up the same portion of the population. These results match those modeled with Snowdrift [8] , where one's best strategy is to cooperate if their opponent cheats, and vice versa. These strategies enabled approximately 72% of organisms in kill regions to be spared, as shown in Figure 5(b) .
Dynamic Conditions. To determine how populations would react to the absence and return of adversity, we evolved organisms in an environment where the kill event was suspended during updates 25,000 through 35,000. In these runs, offspring were 
Conclusions
This work has demonstrated that cooperative behaviors can evolve in populations exposed to adverse environments. Specifically, organisms evolved to complete tasks that did not provide direct bonuses as did other tasks, but instead produced a resource that helped prevent that organism and its neighbors from being killed. Kin selection was observed to provide incentive for developing such strategies when dispersal is limited. The increase in resource production by such populations indicates that this behavior is not simply selfish; rather, the behavior is mutually beneficial. We have also seen that populations can quickly re-gain cooperative strategies in reaction to the return of adverse conditions after a calm period. Insights into cooperative behaviors offer potential applications as treatments for infectious disease, motivating future research in this area.
